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Background 

Naftna Industrija Srbije (NIS) is one of the biggest oil companies in South 
East Europe producing 1.1 million tons of oil and 616 million m³ of gas a year 
with most of its oil and gas fields located in the autonomous province of 
Vojvodina in northern Serbia. As part of an effort to gain better control over its 
operations, the company implemented a project to monitor over 150 dispersed 
gas and oil wells across the territory.   

Prior to the installation of the project, data transmission and collection using 
non-industrial equipment had been unreliable with some of the locations without 
power and communications. Site locations varied from rough, open fields to 
locations within town limits often with significant communication challenges. 
Any solution required: 

• Secure, reliable, real-time production data, alarm notifications and 
troubleshooting data available at a central location for reporting and 
monitoring. 

• Solar panels to supply power for data collection and communications at 
remote sites. 

• Integration of existing equipment into the new system with full 
communication capabilities including analog legacy PLCs from multiple 
manufacturers. 

1 Project Objectives 

The objective of this project is to: 

• Ensure the safety of existing stations, capital equipment and personnel by 
real-time monitoring of Wellhead data from remote locations and by 
coordinating important emergency and evacuation information both 
locally and remotely.  

• Mitigate and timely respond to hazard situations.  
• Provide a centralized real time and historical wellhead data to authorized 

client PCs on QP’s corporate IT network. 
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2 Scope and customer requirements 

Project covers integration and remote monitoring: 

• Various oil pumps (Electric submersible pumps - ESP, rod pumps). 
• Horizontal pump stations – HPS. 
• Oil flow meters. 
• Gas flow computers – GFC. 
• Compressors. 
• Tank level. 
• Fire detection. 

Integration of Remote Terminal Units (RTU), Programmable Logic 
Controllers (PLC), sensors and instrumentation on physical layer into existing L3 
VPN by means of: 

• Wi-Fi. 
• GPRS. 
• Satellite links. 
• Fiber optic link. 

SCADA system requirements: 

• Common plant model. 
• Remote software deployment and maintenance. 
• Template-based and object oriented structures. 
• Role-based security model. 
• Hierarchically structured historical data collection. 

3 Implemented solution 

3.1 SCADA Platform 

SCADA system is based on Wonderware Industrial Software Platform – 
collection of software and services that provide: Data Acquisition, Supervisory 
Control, Historization, Visualization & Annunciation and reporting. 

The Wonderware System Platform distributed architecture, reusable 
templates, network optimization, time-stamp management and remote 
deployment, maintenance capabilities make supporting SCADA applications 
remarkably efficient. 

System architecture is shown on Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: System architecture 

 

3.2 Tiered Historian 

Using The Tired Historian, process level historians (Tier1 - Regional centers), 
with all the data and the same time, were replicated to the Corporate level 
Historian (Tier 2 - Control center), with possibility to replicate either all data or 
subset of data, for all tags or only selected tags (Figure 2).  

 

Figure 2: Tiered Historians 
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3.3 Field equipment integration 

With each site having different existing conditions, an individual site visit was 
performed at each location. Different solutions were implemented depending on 
each site’s requirements. 

3.3.1 Wi-Fi links:  

At Electric Submersible Pump (ESP) well locations, the ESP station PLC’s 
were connected directly to the KR240 Trio Data Radios from Schneider Electric, 
with data transmitted through a 2.4 GHz grid antenna. Masts for some antennas 
reached over seven meters to overcome building and tree obstacles and required 
specially designed enclosures. Point to Multi-Point with bridge network structure 
was used (Figure 3). This type of network includes a Master, two or more 
multiple Bridges and multiple Remote radios. Remote radios can synchronize to 
any Bridge or the Master in the network. The actual device the remote will 
synchronize to, depends on the Sub-Net ID specified in the remote radio. 

 

Figure 3: Point to Multi-Point with bridge network topology 

Interconnection between process facilities needed higher bandwidth. Link 
between these objects was established using Moxa Industrial IEEE 802.11a/b/g 
Dual-Radio Wireless AP/ Bridge/ Client in Daisy Chain topology. Wireless links 
with over 30 km distance were established this way (Figure 4). 

3.3.2  GPRS links 

In instances where the locations were out of range or with insurmountable 
obstructions, data from the RTU, PLC or GFC was transmitted over the GPRS 
cellular networks to a WAN interface.  Data radios were the preferred choice in 
all locations due to their lower annual operations cost compared to the GPRS 
networks. GFCs were used at over 40 locations to provide data including 
temperature, pressure, cumulative flow, and current flow. GPRS links were 
established using Moxa SMG-6100 and SMG-1100 devices. An SMG-6100 
acting as an IPSec VPN gateway can create multiple IPSec VPN tunnels between 
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its VPN subnet interface and remote mobile SMGs via the Internet. An IPSec 
VPN tunnel is created between the remote SMG-1100s and the SMG-6100. 
Computers on the same VPN subnet as the SMG-6100 can securely and mutually 
communicate with remote mobile SMGs via IPSec VPN tunnels.  

 

 

Figure 4: Wireless Daisy Chain topology 

When used with Moxa’s SMG-1100, the SMG-6100 can serve as a secure 
networking host over IPSec to back-end host computers and MODBUS TCP 
Master/Slave devices (Figure 5). 

 

Figure 5: GPRS link topology 

Sites without power required solar panels to supply both the SMG-1100 and 
the RTU/GFCs (Figure 6). 
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Figure 6: Solar powered site 

3.4 Communication protocols 

Used communication structure enables transparent connection from highest 
(Control center), through middle (Regional center), down to lowest level (field 
equipment). 

Used communication protocols: 

• Modbus 

Devices which have Modbus RTU protocol are integrated using Modbus 
RTU-to-Modbus TCP/IP gateway. 

• Enron Modbus  

Enron Modbus is a modification to the standard Modicon modbus 
communication protocol with ability to transmit Event logs and Historical data. 
Enron Modbus was used for communication with GFC devices. 

• DNP3.0 

Data reliability was ensured through the use of the RTU’s native DNP3.0 
protocol to buffer the data in the event of transmission loss for retransmission, 
once network stability returned. 

4 Achievements 

NIS now has a complete, real-time picture of its oil and gas operations. 

Alarm notification has resulted in reduced labor costs through quick response 
to problems on site by operations personnel with resulting improvements in 
uptime and increased production. Detailed error data lowers the overall cost of 
operations by reducing the number of required site visits. The custom design of 
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the mast enclosures reduced installation costs and the fast delivery of the 
products allowed the project to be completed quickly and easily. 
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